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Set a few months after the events of the second season of Daredevil, and a month after the events
of Iron Fist, the vigilantes Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage, and Iron Fist team up in New York City
to fight a common enemy: The Hand. "Marvel's The Defenders" follows Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke
Cage and Iron Fist. A quartet of singular heroes with one common goal - to save New York City. This
is the story of four solitary figures, burdened with their own personal challenges, who realize they
just might be stronger when teamed together. Let's not talk about Jessica Jones, she acts like a
15-year old too- cool-for-anything teenager and basically tries very hard to ruin her character.

Iron fist's acting skills are highly questionable (both in his own series and in Defenders).

The only reason this shows carries itself is because of Daredevil's personality and his acting skills,
and the villains portrayed in this series! And here I thought,after Iron fist,it couldn't get worse

Where do I begin. The cheesy dialogue? The horrible acting? The butchered story line? The crappy
actors?

Krysten Ritter has mostly one expression all the time. Something in between duckface,and biting into
something sour. The rest aren't that much better.

I remember when the story of Daredevil VS the Hand came out in the 80s,we kids were awestruck.
We loved everything that was ninja.And the fight between daredevil and the Hand was fascinating
and mesmerized us Now, I get that the whole ninja vibe, might not work so well on film today.But the
representative for the Hand in this series,act like extras from power rangers.And the story is nothing
like the one in the magazines.

The idiot that is Iron fist mostly walk around babbling about, K'un-Lun and all this great power he
wields. Yet he can't seem to fight his way out of a wet paper bag.

Elektra is suddenly better and stronger than everyone.Even Luke cage.

The fight choreography(It's a stretch calling it that) is just as bad as it was in Iron fist.I dunno where
the money went, but they sure didn't go to the fight choreography.It look like something out a pg12
movie There is little to no character development,the line delivery is beyond cheesy,and the actors
seem uninterested.

The worst part is they fail to make you care. I think this might have worked better as a cartoon.With
the story closer to the comic with ninjas and everything a5c7b9f00b 
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